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Language is one of the important things in this world because it is always 
used in life. Language is used as a tool to communicate among interaction in the 
world. People speak when they want to build communication with others. 
Wardhaugh (1972) defines that language as a system of vocal symbols used for 
human communication. He also said that to communicate using language can 
establish a good relationship with others. It is known that "communicate" here 
means that when people transfer their ideas, feelings, or experiences that they 
have in mind from one person to another. That is why language is really 
important because if there is no language human will face difficulty when 
communicating with others. 
Fundamentally, the purpose of language is to know and comprehend 
individuals' thoughts. Agha (2007) says that language connects people to each 
other in social relationships and allows them to participate in a variety of 
activities in everyday life. Koran, as the principal sources of Islamic learning 
additionally shows us how to comprehend other people and to know one another. 







ۡن ذََکٍر وَّ اُۡنٰثی َو َجعَۡلٰنُکۡم ُشعُۡوبًا وَّ قَبَآئَِل   اَیَُّہا النَّاُس اِنَّا َخلَۡقٰنُکۡم م ِ
ٰیٰۤ
َ َعِلۡیٌم َخبِۡیرٌ ﴿١٣﴾ ِ اَۡتٰقُکۡم ؕ اِنَّ ّٰللاہ  ِلتَعَاَرفُۡوا ؕ اِنَّ اَۡکَرَمُکۡم ِعۡنَد ّٰللاہ
Translation: 
(49:13) O man, indeed We have created you from a man and a woman 
and made you nations and tribes so that you can know each other. Indeed, the 
noblest among you by Allah is the most righteous among you. Indeed Allah is 
Omniscient and Meticulous. 
Based on the verse above, Allah with his glory illustrates that human has 
been created from two different types, namely men and women with different 
ethnic and national backgrounds so that people can get to know each other 
regardless of what the human background is, because there is no difference 
between other human beings and others in the eyes of Allah except their piety. 
As already explained that Allah created humans based on different 
nations and tribes, it can be seen that differences in nation and ethnicity certainly 
includes all aspects related to these difference. One of the fundamental aspects is 
“language” where each tribe and nation has a different language. Of course, they 
have different language styles based on their respective cultural backgrounds. 
The language itself can be divided into two parts such as spoken and 
written language. One of the language characteristics is that language is a set of 





expression form of spoken language is a conversation, speech, story-telling, 
radio, television and etc. While the written language is an expression which is 
shaped in written form such as novels, books, journals, articles, magazines, 
comics, letters, or all written texts.  
This research focuses on spoken language pronounced by the characters 
in the movie. People use spoken language when they want to talk directly to the 
listener. Using spoken language will facilitate the listener to understand the 
messages. It is important to speakers that they do not only have to know the 
meaning of what they have said but so far they also have to know and 
understand the context and culture where they are talking. The context could be 
in a formal or informal situation, public or private, who is being addressed, and 
who might hear them speak.  
As it is known that communication is the way people transfer their ideas, 
feelings or experiences. Through communication, people speak their own style 
in speaking based on cultural background. To express their idea, people use 
different language with a different style because they have a certain feature that 
is not owned by others. Wardhaugh (1986: 33) states that if we want to achieve 
comprehend about how language is related to society who use it, we must try to 
understand how a different group of people use their language style in speaking. 
Talking about the difference of language use, of course, it cannot be 





variation of language which is not related to language grammar. Leech and Short 
(2007: 10) define that in a wide concept, style can be used in both spoken and 
written language, not only that but also in literary and every varieties of 
language. Another opinion states by Keraf (1982: 112) that style is the ability 
and the capability to express thought through a special language which shows 
one's soul and personality. Therefore, the character of someone can be judged 
based on the way he or she uses language. The better language they use the 
better judge they get. 
Chaika (1982: 29) explains that style also refers to the selection of 
linguistic form to convey artistic and social impacts. It forms a short 
communication system on its own right that works along with the language 
itself. Style can arrange interaction and tell how to interpret a message, but it can 
not be continued if one of the speakers do not speak with the right style because 
language style is a fundamental aspect of social function. Coupland (2007) states 
that style refers to the way of speaking – how speakers use the resource of 
language variation to make meaning in social encounters.  
The variation of language style can be identified through the 
conversation in the movie. Movie is also familiar as film where movie is a sort 
of visual communication that applies moving pictures and sounds to recount 
stories or convey a piece of information (Maraden, 2016: 11). People around the 





times. Movie can make some people entertained while for others it can make 
them crying or feeling sad depends on the context of the movie. 
Some films have become popular in worldwide by using dubbing or 
subtitles that show the translation of the dialogues. The translation of the 
dialogues in the movie is called a movie script which is considered as a text. The 
researcher is going to investigate the language style which is uttered in 
"Elysium" movie because the story of this movie is interesting. This movie is a 
science-fiction action movie. Elysium movie tells about the situation of Earth in 
2154. In that time, the situation of the earth has changed because of the 
overpopulation and pollution increase too high. Most of the inhabitants live in 
destitution, amidst starvation with inadequate medical care. The rich and 
technology develop on Elysium, it is a huge living space in the Earth's space, 
that is why people in the earth want to stay there but that place is only available 
for the rich. Every human who lives in that time wants to stay in Elysium 
because the technology in Elysium can reverse the aging process, regenerate 
body parts, and cure all diseases. Max da Costa as the main character is an 
orphan child who dreams to live in Elysium but after a long time, he starts to 
forget his dream until an accident changes his mind and struggle to arrive in 
Elysium. 
There are some reasons why the researcher chooses this movie. Firstly, 





speak in the right way wherever they are. By using language style when 
speaking, someone will make other people easy to recognize where the speaker 
comes from since it can show a speaker's personality, identity, and characteristic. 
Besides, the style also can make the language more meaningful. Secondly, she 
chooses this movie because the story is interesting since it describes the future 
life of the earth, not only about that but also the plot of this movie is not 
monotone because it tells about the cold war between people who lived on earth 
did not get a good justice and the people lived in Elysium who had everything 
even the medical devices in there was very adequate. Thirdly, the conversation 
in this movie occurs in daily communication, so she is interested in finding the 
existence of language style. Based on the previous explanation, she will conduct 
the study that will focus on the language style which is entitled "Language Style 
Used in Elysium Movie by Neill Blomkamp" 
B. Research Question 
In short, the research question can be formulated as: 
What are the types of language style in the Elysium movie by Neill 
Blomkamp? 
C. Objective of Research 
In relation to the formulation of the problem above, the objective of the 






D. Significances of Research 
This research is expected to be theoretically and practically that is 
relevant in some aspects. As theoretically, this research is expected to enrich the 
theories of language style specifically in Elysium movie which is directed by 
Neill Blomkamp for certain purpose in movie. This research hopefully can be 
very useful initially to provide the information of kinds of language style used 
by the characters in movie. The contribution of this research will give a basic 
structure comprehension in analysis of language style. 
As practically, because this study focuses on language style, so the 
researcher really hope that it can be useful for the lecturer to apply the finding of 
this research at college and practice the language style in their daily 
conversation. For the students, it also very useful because they can try to use the 
variation of language style in many ways of communication such as daily 
communication, writing or speech. 
E. Scope of Research 
In this research, the researcher focused to find out the kinds of language 
style in Elysium movie and analyze each of the language style expressed in that 
movie using Joos's theory about language style. There are five types of language 
style that proposed by Joos in Sutherland (2016) they are; frozen style, formal 








A. Previous Studies 
A research is necessary to have a previous finding. The previous finding 
serves to give a presentation about the research and the analysis that has been 
done previously. There are some concepts finding related to language style, they 
are: 
One of the researches finding focus on language style was conducted by 
Baeza Hapsah (2008) entitled “The Analysis of Language Style in Headline of 
English Magazine's Advertisement”. This research focused on analyzing 
language styles in headline which often used in advertisements taken randomly 
from different edition such as Cleo magazine in September 2007, Vogue 
magazine in July 2006, and Cosmopolitan magazines in April 2005. The 
researcher of this research used 15 advertisements as the object of her research 
analyzed by using the theory of stylistic and figure of speech approach about 
language style. The result of this research from 15 advertisements are 
personification mostly appears five times, alliteration which appears four times, 
assonance and hyperbole are appears twice, ellipsis and simile appear only once 






The second research that was conducted by Nurjannah (2014) entitled 
"The Analysis of Language Style used by the Speakers in ‘The Tonight Show 
with Jay Leno' Talk Show Season 21 Episodes 145". This research discussed the 
analysis of language style used by the speakers in "The Tonight Show by Jay 
Leno" talk show season 21 episodes 145 using sociolinguistic approach. The 
objective of this research was to know the types of language style found in the 
object selected by the researcher using Joos's theory and to know the function of 
the speakers' utterance in using language style using Jakobson's theory. Then the 
researcher found that there are two types of language style exist in the talk show 
The Tonight Show with Jay Leno, such as formal and casual style. The most 
dominant style used here is casual style. Meanwhile, there were four functions 
through the speaker's utterances they are expressive, directive, metalinguistic 
and referential function. The most dominant function used is referential function.  
The third research was conducted by Nabillah Rachmawati (2015) 
entitled “Language Style used by Andrew and Margaret in The Proposal 
Movie”. This research was aimed to find out the language style used by the 
speaker and the function of language style used by the speaker. This research 
focused on analyzing the utterances by the main actors (Andrew and Margaret). 
She used descriptive qualitative method because it analyzes the data in the form 
of word descriptively. The researcher used Keraf's theory in analyzing this 
research. There are three types of language style based on Keraf's theory, such as 





researcher found that Andrew and Margaret in “The Proposal” movie are mostly 
used informal, colloquial and some formal style. By looking at the function of 
language style, the message which is delivered by the speaker is not coded 
directly on actual words which intended in the expected message. Based on the 
contexts of each utterance. 
Based on the previous studies above the similarity is that language style 
was chosen as the focus of analysis. Hapsah (2008) analyzed the language style 
in Headline of English Magazine's Advertisements using stylistic and figure of 
speech theory. Nurjannah (2014) analyzed the language style used by the 
speakers in the tonight show with Jay Leno talk show season 21 episodes 145. 
She used Joos's and Jakobson's theory, while Rachmawati (2015) analyzed 
language style used Keraf's theory. 
It is clear that the previous researches analyzed the language style in 
advertisements and talk show, while Rachmawati's took movie as the object 
based on Keraf's theory. However, this research will also analyze the language 
style used in movie but underlined by Joos theory. 
B. Pertinent Ideas 
1. Discourse Analysis 
Discourse analysis is the approaches of analyzing written, vocal, or sign 
language use. McCarthy in Emmiyati (2015) states that discourse analysis is the 





(2105: 5) says that discourse analysis refers to a particular way of talking about 
and understanding the world (or an aspect of the world). Discourse is the study 
of language use beyond the sentence. The object of discourse analysis such as 
discourse, conversation, writing and communicative event are generally defined 
in terms of coherent sequences of sentences, propositions, or speech.  
Contrary with traditional linguistics, discourse analysis is not only study 
language use ‘beyond the sentence boundary' yet additionally like to investigate 
‘naturally occurring' language use, not invented  example. Texts linguistics is a 
firmly related field. The basic contrast between discourse analysis and text 
linguistics is that discourse analysis aims at uncovering socio-psychological 
characteristics of a person from text structure. Therefore, the researcher used 
discourse analysis as the approach of this research because it is related to the 
data found. By using discourse analysis, it can help the researcher to understand 
the interaction and conversation  in movie by seeing the language style used of 
the speaker. Style is included in the various levels or dimensions of discourse. 
Style will be explained more in the definition of language style. 
a. Definition of Language Style 
Language is a multi-faceted phenomenon. Bauer (2007) defines that a 
language is a social fact, a kind of social contract. It exists not in an individual, 
but in a community. Bauer said that it does not exist in an individual but in the 





communicate with others not to speak with their selves. Similarly, language and 
culture are intimately interrelated. So, language is really important for society, 
because by the language they can convey their ideas and understand each other.  
Leech and Short (2007) state that "Style has a reasonably uncontroversial 
meaning: it alludes to the way in which language is utilized in a given situation, 
by a given individual, for a given reason, and so on". Language is not easy to 
understand if people do not use the right style in use language. If the people use 
the right style in use language to other people that they communicate with, they 
will be easy to catch the meaning in their conversation. Chaika (1982: 29) 
defines that language style is the way individuals utilize the language in 
conversation, whether in spoken and written. Style acts as a set of instruction. 
Language style actually alludes to the choice of linguistics types to inform social 
or creative effects. We usually manipulate the other by style instead we also 
manipulate ourselves, consciously or unconsciously. In language, there is 
likewise formal or informal language that we typically utilized while doing 
communication, it depends on the circumstances they are speaking with others. 
Style advises the audiences to require what is being said whether indeed it is 
seriously, amusingly, or totally in a different method.  
Based on the pronouncement over, the researcher summarizes that the 
language style is the way people deliver their thoughts using language with a 





where it depends on circumstances or situation they are talking about. The style 
is utilized so as to influence the audience or reader to comprehend the message 
delivered. The features of language style are choosing and selecting the 
linguistic types showed up from an individual or bunch of individuals. 
b. Kinds of Language style 
The language used in daily life is greatly varied. Wardhaugh (1982: 5) 
states that no one speaks the same way all the time and individuals always abuse 
the subtleties of the language they talk for a wide assortment of purposes. We 
have seen that in this world there are so many varieties of language use. Each 
language has its own style. Style refers to the way of doing something, the 
people doing something by communicating use different style based on the 
culture they have. So, style also has some variations, it depends on the area that 
the message is delivered. The language style utilized in high society area and the 
lower-class area is different. The environment is additionally alluding to the 
other level, for example, age, race, gender and another social status. Not only 
that, but people's style of speech also indicate the contexts in which the language 
is used. 
Joos in Sutherland (2016) states that there are five varieties of language 






1) Frozen style 
Frozen style is the most formal language style. It is utilized in formal 
ceremonies or uncommon occasions. At that point in a written text, it can be a 
laws or document of history, and so on. Sutherland (2016: 107) states that this 
is language which does not change. Words are often archaic, unused outside 
of uncommon situations. Frozen style is utilized in an exceptionally formal 
occasion, for example, in a mosque, church, castle, a speech of state 
ceremony and another event. This style expounded than another style. The 
characteristics of frozen style are the language is printed and unchanging. For 
instances prayers and pledges, the preamble of constitution, laws, and 
bibliographic references. 
2) Formal style 
Formal style is usually utilized in a formal situation, uses formal 
language, such as speech like in political address, official or formal meeting 
of directors in an institute and so on. It can be said that this language is 
utilized in the formal situation, it is usually reputed in "one-way". Formal 
style is used by speaker who has distance with the hearer. The speaker has to 
plan and frame the whole sentences that she or he wants to deliver. The 
repetition and other terms that tend to be casual must be avoided by the 





The characteristics of formal style are usually signified by having a 
single topic, using standard forms and the sentence structure do not contain 
an element of intimate language between the speaker and listener. For 
example, Dominica, can you take over here? Dumaine in Nurjannah (2014: 
11) states that some features of formal style are: 
a) Using a polite tone, but impersonal,  
b) The language does not contain abbreviations, slangs or humor. 
This language is utilized in official settings and it is ordinarily taken 
after a commonly acknowledge organize. It is regularly used in events such as 
in speeches, sermons, questions and rhetorical statements, announcements or 
etc. 
3) Consultative style 
Consultative style is an operational language which is generally 
utilized in business meeting, school or factory. Sutherland (2016: 108) 
defines that this consultative is utilized in well-mannered conversation with 
foreigners, acquaintances and even with friends in formal situations. As it is 
explained before that formal style is “one-way” speaking, while consultative 
is “two-way” speaking. It is spoken interaction such as consultation with a 
doctor, teacher or dealing with colleagues and also can be a written 
interaction like chatting via email with business colleagues or institutions. For 





Robot  : Would you like to talk to a human? 
Max  : No. I am okay, thank you 
Robot  : Are you being sarcastic or abusive 
Max  : Negative 
Robot  : It is a federal offense to abuse a parole officer. 
Max  : Understood. 
4) Casual style 
Casual style or informal style is the style of language utilized in 
everyday conversation such as a conversation with friends or family. For 
example, conversations outside the classroom or talking relax with family. 
Joos in Coupland (2007: 10) explains that casual style is a casual 
conversation between friends or colleagues. Maraden (2016: 9) characterizes 
the casual style by the use of the first name or even nickname rather than a 
little name at last name in addressing each other. The articulation is quick and 
often become one, in addition it uses slang. It is utilized only with insiders 
and members of the group who assume to know it. For instance, to teenagers 
or to several groups between teenagers. The words related to casual styles, 
such as: don't get up, what's up, anybody home, hello guys are you okay or 
etc. 
5) Intimate style 
Intimate style is the language assortment which is utilized between 





sentences and does not emphasize on the pronunciation. This occurs since the 
speaker and the audience have a deep relation and understand each other. It 
implies that there is a special word inside the communication. The word 
commonly signals an intimacy such as “dear, darling, and honey”. 
There are also other theory related to language style stated by 
McCrimmon (1972: 167), He categorizes language style into three general types 
such as: 
a) Formal Style 
Formal style  is primarily a written style. The characteristics of formal 
style are: the sentence is relatively long; avoidance of contractions and 
clipped words, colloquialisms and slangs; conservative grammatical usage 
which tends to observe distinctions often ignored at less formal level; a 
serious and dignified attitude toward the subject reader. 
b) Informal Style 
The informal style tries to take after the wide center way between 
formal and colloquial styles. The features of casual style are: the sentence is 
medium length, mainly standard sentence, frequent parallel and some 
periodic sentences, fragments rare but occasional. The diction range from 





inconspicious slang and the tone ranges from personal to impersonal , writer 
usually identifies with reader and often adresses him as “you”. 
c) Colloquial style 
The features of colloquial style are: the paragraph is usually short, so 
as the sentence; use simple structure; mainly subject-verb-object order; few 
inversions. The diction is simple mostly popular and colloquial; frequent 
contractions and clipped words; usually quite concrete; use some slang. The 
tone is quite pesonal, often intimate; writer gives impression of talking 
directly to reader. 
Based on the explanation above, the researcher summarizes that the 
better you know someone the more casual or relax the speech style you use with 
them. From both of the theories above, the researcher summarizes that the theory 
proposed by Joos is more detail because he classified the language style into 
some categories such as very formal (frozen) – formal – semi formal 
(consultative) – informal (casual) – intimate. It can describe the language style 
used by the speaker clearly based on the situation or the background of the 
speaker. Meanwhile, McCrimmon only classified language style into three 
categories such as formal – informal – colloquial which is not as detailed as 
Joos’s theory. From that differences, the researcher chose the theory proposed by 
Joos in analysing the data because the theory is more detailed so that more data 





2. Synopsis of Elysium Movie 
Language has a powerful influence on people and their behavior. 
According to Kamus Bahasa Indonesia (2008), movies or film can be interpreted 
into two definitions. First, the film is a thin membrane made from celluloid to 
place the negative picture (which portrait will be made) or to place the positive 
picture (which will be played in a cinema). Second, the film is interpreted as a 
play live (story) of images. As an industry, film is a part of the economic 
production of a society and it must be seen in relation to other products. As 
communication, film is an important system used by individuals and groups to 
send and receive messages. 
In this research, Elysium movie will be used by the researcher as the 
object of this research. Elysium is a 2013 American science fiction film 
produced, written, and directed by Neill Blomkamp. It stars Matt Damon, Jodie 
Foster, Alice Braga, and Sharlto Copley. This film tells about the condition of 
the world in 2154. Earth citizens live in poverty with inadequate medical care. 
rich and powerful people live in Elysium - space habitats in Earth's orbit. 
Elysium has advanced technology, with devices such as Med-Bays that can cure 
all diseases, reverse the aging process, and regenerate parts of the body. Because 
of that differences which makes the long-running feud between Elysium and the 





Max Da Costa, a former conditional car thief who lives in the ruins of 
Los Angeles and works on the ArmadyneCorp line. Led by CEO John Carlyle, 
who originally designed Elysium. ArmadyneCorp produces Elysium weapons 
and robots that plow the earth. Max later got an accident in the place he worked, 
where he was trapped in a robot microwave. He was then exposed to radiation 
with a lethal dose with a diagnosis of remaining life for only 5 days. That makes 
Max frustrated and wants to go to Elysium to get treatment. 
In short, after Max arrived in Elysium, a big mess happened because the 
plane that was boarded by Max with Kruger (agent of Elysium) and Frey (his 
childhood friend) did not land properly. The Elysium government then assigned 
its agents to arrest them. Max is taken to a room to retrieve data in his brain. 
Frey managed to bring her child to the Med-Bay room for healing but she was 
unsuccessful because his daughter did not have identification. On the other hand, 
Spider and his team also come to Elysium secretly to help Max. The data in 
Max's brain is really important so the bet is Max life if the data has been 
transferred to an Elysium computer. Spider began to install the data in Max's 
brain. After the reboot program active, the computer automatically registers all 
inhabitants of the Earth into Elysian citizens. Frey's daughter was cured by Med-
Bay and the Elysium computer sent a large fleet of medical aircraft to begin the 








This part presents some steps to answer the research questions. This part 
includes the research method, source of data, instrument of data collection, 
procedure of data collection and technique of data analysis. 
1. Research Method 
The researcher described the language style exist in the utterances of 
Elysium movie by Neill Blomkamp. The researcher analyzed the data using the 
theory proposed by Martin Joos. Thus, this research used descriptive qualitative 
method to collect the data. This method is used because the data found in the 
movie is described and analyzed. Taylor, Bogdan and DeVault (2016: 4) state 
that qualitative methodology is how to collect descriptive data, people's own 
words, and records of people's behavior. Meanwhile, Creswell (2014) defines 
that a qualitative study as an inquiry process of understanding a social or human 
problem based on complex building, holistic picture, formed with words, 
reporting detail views of information and conducted in a natural setting. 
2. Source of Data 
To analyze this research, the researcher collected the data taken from the 
Elysium movie. It is a science fiction action movie who has written and directed 






on August 9th, 2013 in the United States with running times 109 minutes. The 
researcher focused on analyzing the types of language style used by the 
characters in the movie and how the language style is used. 
3. Instrument of Data Collection 
In this study, the researcher used note-taking sheet as the instrument to 
collect the data. According to Ray (2005: 2), note taking is used to collect the 
data contained in literary work and in written form of notes. According to Best 
and Khan in Muswazi and Nhamo (2013) note taking is putting materials in a 
form that can be recalled and used to the same. They advise that note taking 
should be systematic in order that what is read is not forgotten quickly. As the 
researcher summarizes that note-taking sheet is an important strategy in 
collecting the data needed for this study.  
4. Procedures of Data Collection 
There are some steps used by the researcher to collect the data, such as: 
1. The researcher watched the Elysium Movie directed by Neill 
Blomkamp to understand the story is about.  
2. The researcher read the subtitle while watching the movie to see all 





3. The researcher watched the movie repeatedly and take notes of every 
sentence or expression in which the characters express a certain kind 
of language style. 
4. The researcher arranged and organized all the data collected from the 
movie for purpose of analysis. 
5. Technique of Data Analysis 
In analyzing the data, the researcher transcribed and identified the 
utterances that contain language style used. The researcher used some steps to 
analyze the data, such as: 
1. The researcher identified the language style by watching Elysium 
movie by Neill Blomkamp. 
2. The researcher classified and categorized the language style used in 
Elysium movie by Neill Blomkamp using the theory that was 
proposed by Martin Joos (1967). 
3. The researcher analyzed all the sentences that indicate language style 
in Elysium movie by Neill Blomkamp. 
4. The last, the researcher started to make an interpretation of the data 








FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
In this chapter, the researcher would like to present the data had been 
found in "Elysium" movie about five types of language style based on Martin 
Joos' theory in Sutherland (2016) and then show the parts of sentences include as 
language style. 
The researcher presented the data which is considered as the kinds of 
language style used in “Elysium” movie based on Martin Joos' theory in 
Sutherland (2016), and the data also had been confirmed from the theory of 
Martin Joos in Sutherland (2016) about the five types of language style. They 
are frozen style, formal style, consultative style, casual style and intimate style. 
The researcher analyzes utterance that is uttered by the characters in 
movie. Then, she continuous to analyze when they used the language style in 
this movie and based on the context and background of the speaker. The 
researcher found the data as follows: 
1. Frozen style 
Extract 1 (00:06:51 - 00:07:02)   
Robot Officer : Zero tolerance policy applies to all citizens. 
Max  : No. Shit. 
Robot Officer  : You must report immediately to your parole officer. 
Thank you, citizen. 






The data above are the conversation between the Robot Officer and Max. 
It was involved frozen style because talking to everyone, the Robot Officer is 
used utterances had been arranged by the robotic manufacturer. Besides, the 
robot used that kind of language style because of the situation or condition that 
occurred at that time was when he was conducting an inspection of the items 
carried by the workers. Although the situation in that time was not formal due to 
the riots of the bus passengers, the robot still used very formal language because 
he was carrying out his duties or in other words, the robot was working. The 
robot is tend to used frozen style because he was designed by the robotic 
manufacturer as a worker for Elysium and he also can not speak the other style 
except frozen style.  
This is the utterance spoken by the robot after doing a forced 
investigation to Max, such as "Zero tolerance policy applies to all citizens". 
The robot said this as a reminder to other citizens that there is no tolerance for 
all citizens who resist and make mistakes. Then Max is warned to immediately 
report to the parole officer. This utterance is categorized frozen style because of 
it contains the characteristic of frozen style such as, according to Sutherland 
(2016: 107) says that frozen style is the language which does not change, words 
are often archaic and unused outside of uncommon situation. While, according 
to Chaer and Agustina in Purwaningrum (2018: 38) says that one of the 
characteristics of frozen style are the sentence form is more rigid, the words are 





Extract 2 (00:09:21 - 00:09:32) 
Parole Officer : Max Da Costa. Violation of Penal Code 2219 today at Bus 
Stop 34B. 
Max : Yes, that’s exactly what I wanted to talk about. See, there 
was a misunderstanding. 
Parole Officer : Immediate extension of parole by eight months. 
The data above are the conversation between the Parole Officer and Max. 
The Parole Officer used a frozen style because he is a robot. He used frozen 
style when speaking because his word had been arranged by the robotic 
manufacturer. In addition, the language style used by parole officers arises 
because of the situation at that time was a formal situation. The relationship 
between Max and Parole Officer is a client and officer. Max is reporting an 
incident that has happened to him at the inspection site to the Parole Officer but 
before explaining what was really happened the officer first said the mistake 
made by Max, such as “Max Da Costa. Violation of Penal Code 2219 today at 
Bus Stop 34B. and Immediate extension of parole by eight months”. This 
utterance is included as  frozen style because the language is printed and 
unchanging, it was stated by Nurjannah (2014: 10) so as in Sutherland (2016: 
107) says that it is used in formal situation. Whatever Max tries to explain that at 
that time he only bragged to the robot officer but the Parole Officer did not 





It is similar to the previous data, the Parole officer is also a robot. That is 
why, no matter the situation he will still speak in a very formal language because 
he was designed to work. 
Extract 3 (00:13:42 - 00:13:46) 
Robot Attendant : Ma’am, would you care for a refreshment? 
Sec. Delacourt  : Command: Cancel. 
This sentence is also categorized as frozen style because the language 
used by the Robot Attendant to Secretary Delacourt is very formal and polite 
even though the situation in this scene is not formal. It is because the 
relationship between the Robot Attendant and Secretary Delacourt is superior 
and subordinate so he should speaks formally. Secretary Delacourt walked to the 
Elysium garden and greeted several people who were there. Secretary Delacourt 
greeted the people who lived in Elysium very gently because the people who 
lived in Elysium were important people. After greeting several people then the 
robot attendant came to Secretary Delacourt and offered drinks.  
It can be seen from the robot utterance “Ma'am, would you care for a 
refreshment”. This utterance claimed as a very formal language because the 
word is rarely used in daily life especially in the use of “would you” it is 
occasionally used for politeness and “refreshment” is uncommon word. Then, 
Secretary Delacourt also replied with a formal language by saying "Command: 
Cancel". She also used frozen style when she replied the robot attendance 





This characteristic was mentioned by Sutherland (2016: 107) that this is 
language which does not change. Words are often archaic, unused outside of 
uncommon situations. 
Extract 4 (00:14:27 - 00:14:50) 
Elysium’s Airspace Employee : Protocol 22/B-39 in progress. Attention, 
incoming vessels. You have made 
unauthorized entry into Elysium airspace. 
Return to Earth or we will be forced to take 
immediate action. You are in violation of 
Elysium airspace. 
The dialogue above is involved a frozen style because the utterance used 
by the Elysium's Airspace Employee is a very formal language in giving a 
warning to the new incoming vessel that entry into the Elysium airspace. Before 
giving a warning, the Elysium's Airspace Employee first reports to Secretary 
Delacourt because she is a person in charge of monitoring in Elysium and 
surrounding areas. The situation in this scene is formal because the setting is in 
the office and they are at work. The Elysium’s Airspace Employee is tend to use 
formal style in his or her daily activity because he or she is an employee and the 
people they used to meet are important people or their coworkers. In this extract 






The data above is included as frozen style because it contains the 
characteristic of frozen style such as according to Utorodewo in Purwaningrum 
(2018: 37) states that characteristics of frozen style are the pattern of rules has 
been fixed firmly and cannot be changed; the sentence structure is generally 
long, clumsy and complete; speaker and listener is demanded a seriousness and 
full of attention. 
2. Formal style 
Extract 5 (00:11:14 - 00:11:36) 
Carlyle’s Client : If we don’t have a clear path to upside our 
investors are going to start losing a lot of 
confidence. 
Carlyle : What do you think I’ve been doing down on Earth? 
You think I enjoy breathing this air? 
Carlyle’s Client : No, of course— 
Carlyle : I am doing everything possible to restore 
profitability to this company. The company that I 
built. Now, if you will excuse me I have to not 
speak to you people any longer. Thank you. 
Based on the conversation above between Carlyle's Client and Carlyle. 
The utterance used by Carlyle and his client is a formal style. They used formal 
language style because the situation in that scene was about Carlyle and his 
clients who were talking about the declining profitability of their company on 
Earth. This situation is like a digital meeting because the meeting is not directly 





Even though it is a formal situation but Carlyle's Client did not use 
formal language at all cause in his utterance contains abbreviations but still in a 
polite tone. Carlyle also used abbreviation in his utterance in the second line, but 
in the last line of extract five Carlyle used a formal language style before closing 
his conversation with his client by saying "I am doing everything possible to 
restore profitability to this company. The company that I built. Now, if you will 
excuse me I have to not speak to you people any longer. Thank you." Carlyle 
said this utterance in formal language style even though he felt upset because of 
the pressure from his clients to restore immediately the company's condition if 
they do not want to lose the investors in their company. Then, Carlyle told them 
that he would do everything to restore the profitability of the company before he 
ends the meeting. Carlyle is tend to use formal style based on his background 
that he is the owner of ArmadyneCorp line so he used to meet an important 
people from Elysium but sometimes he used informal style based on who is he 
talking to. According to McCrimmon (1972: 167) states that the characteristics 
of formal style are: the sentence is relatively long; avoidance of contractions and 
clipped words, colloquialisms and slangs; a serious and dignified attitude toward 
the subject reader. So, the data above is involved formal style because it contains 







Extract 6 (00:14:05 - 00:14:09) 
Elysium’s Airspace Employee : Sorry for disturbing you, Ma’am. We have 
a number of undocumented ships 
inbound. 
Based on the sentence above, it is categorized as formal style because the 
utterance used by Elysium's Airspace Employee is formal style when he is 
reporting a violation to Sec. Delacourt. The situation in that time was about the 
violation of undocumented ships that entered in Elysium's airspace. The 
language used by the Elysium's Airspace Employee should be formal language 
because it is in office area and he is at work. Besides, the Elysium's Airspace 
Employee speaks formally to Sec. Delacourt because she is his superior in the 
office. The utterance "Sorry for disturbing you, Ma'am. We have a number of 
undocumented ships inbound" categorized as formal style not only because it is 
used in formal situation but also the topic in this situation is formal and serious, 
also the sentence structure is complete and standard. It contains one of the 
characteristics of formal style according to Chaer and Agustina in 
Purwaningrum (2018: 39). 
Extract 7 (00:25:41 - 00:26:10) 
President Patel : At 1500 hours yesterday, you shot down two shuttles, 
killing 46 civilians. Your mandate is to deal with illegals 
quietly.  





President Patel : And then there is the use of this agent, a Mr. M. Kruger. 
Fifteen human rights violations. Rapes. Kidnappings. 
Torture. The man’s been diagnosed with serious 
psychological issues. We made it clear to you that we are 
no longer using sleeper agents. 
This conversation consists of President Patel and Sec. Delacourt. The 
utterance used by the speaker is formal style because the situation in this 
conversation is a formal meeting. In this scene told about Sec. Delacourt who 
were interrogated by the Elysium's officials regarding her responsibility to the 
mandate given to her that she has to deal with the illegal civilians but the fact 
she even shut down the shuttles and kill the civilians. Not only that but she also 
reactivated the sleeper agent Kruger which it is not allowed. It can be seen from 
the movie that both speaker of this data are President Patel and Secretary 
Delacourt which are the important people from Elysium. So, they tend to use 
formal style because they are both superior and used to meet important people in 
their daily activity such as their colleagues or clients. 
Because of that incident, Sec. Delacourt was given the last warning by 
President Patel. If Sec. Delacourt does unauthorized actions again, she will be 
removed from the office so does Kruger will be discharged permanently after 
that meeting and all the Elysium's officials agree with that last decision. It can be 
seen clearly from the conversation that the sentence uttered by the speaker is all 
formal styles. It contains the characteristics of formal style such as there is no 





11). The topic of discussion is serious, the linguistics form used obeys the rules 
and polite. That is why, it is included as formal language style. 
Extract 8 (01:03:11 - 01:03:34) 
Matilda : There once a meerkat who lived in the jungle. He was 
hungry, but he was small. So small. And the other big 
animals had all the food because they could reach the 
fruits. So he made friends with a hippopotamus to— 
Max : okay, stop. It doesn’t end well for the meerkat. 
This conversation consists of Matilda and Max. The utterance used by 
Matilda is formal style. The situation in this scene is not formal but Matilda used 
a formal style when told a fairy tale to Max. Matilda is a kid who has a serious 
illness. The doctor who handled her said that he could not do much more for her 
recovery. Therefore, she was taken home by her mother to be treated at home 
and the only tool that can cure her illness is Med-bays in Elysium. Matilda's 
mother is Frey and she has a close relationship with Max.  
Matilda speaks formally to Max because she is younger than Max, so she 
has to use a formal language and be polite to Max. Matilda is not tend to use 
formal style because he was sick and rarely met with people. She only often met 
with her mother or doctor but in this scene he met Max, her mother’s childhood 
friend then told him a short story using formal language. This utterance included 
a formal style because it contains the characteristic of formal style. According to 





such as using a polite tone, there is no abbreviation, and the sentence structure is 
complete.  
Extract 9 (01:17:01 - 01:17:10) 
Elysium’s Airspace Employee : What do you want us to do ma’am? 
Sec. Delacourt   : I want everyone coming out of that 
vehicle apprehended by Homeland Security. 
Evacuate everyone under Level 5 clearance 
out of the building now. 
This conversation consists of Elysium's Airspace Employee and Sec. 
Delacourt. The utterance used by the Elysium's Airspace Employee and Sec. 
Delacourt is formal style. The situation in this conversation was about the 
accident caused by Kruger. The ship he was sitting in was unable to land 
properly because of the commotion on the ship, then the ship crashed in Elysium 
garden and damaged many properties. The Elysium's Airspace Employee 
immediately reported the incident to Sec. Delacourt.  
The situation when this conversation occurred was strained because of 
the accident. Even though the situation was not formal but the Elysium's 
Airspace Employee and Sec. Delacourt were in the office area and they are at 
work. The Elysium's Airspace Employee speaks formally to Sec. Delacourt 
because she is her boss. This utterance included a formal style because it 
contains the characteristic of formal style such as using a polite tone, there is no 





having a single topic, using standard forms and the sentence structure do not 
contain an element of intimate language between the speaker and listener 
(Sutherland, 2016: 108). 
3. Consultative style 
Extract 10 (00:10:21 - 00:10:39) 
Max’s Boss : Hey. Da Costa.(No weapons detected).You’re late for 
your shift. 
Max : I had a thing— 
Max’s Boss : No, you can’t work with that. You’re out.  
Max : No, no, no. I’m good, man. I can work. This comes off 
today. I’m fine. 
Max’s Boss : You’re good? 
Max : I’m good. 
Max’s Boss : Okay. I’m docking you half a day. 
Max : Yeah, all right. 
Max’s Boss : You’re lucky to have this job. 
Based on the dialogue above between Max and his boss the utterance 
used is Consultative style. The situation in this conversation is about Max who 
kept working even though his hand was injured due to the accident at the goods 
inspection site. His boss looked at Max's bandaged hand and said he cannot 
work with that injury but Max still insists on working. His boss allowed him to 
continue his work and only paid him half a day. In this extract is showed that 
Max and his Boss is tend to use casual style but the situation in the movie was 





The background of both characters are a co-worker and his boss like the boss 
and the official employee. 
The situation in this conversation was semi-formal and the setting in the 
company where Max is work. This conversation included as consultative style 
because Max is making a deal with his boss. Dealing with a colleague is one of 
the characteristics of consultative style. Besides that, it also includes the other 
characteristic such as it is used in semi-formal situation, it is used to consult that 
his condition is still good to work, the sentence is short but does not commit the 
important point. According to Joos in Coupland (2007: 10) states that a 
consultative is typically a dialogue, though formal enough that words are chosen 
with some care. Based on the statement, it is proved that this data used 
consultative style. 
Extract 11 (00:21:26 – 00:21:46) 
Max’s Boss : What have you done, Da Costa? 
Max  : No, I’m just trying to reset. 
Max’s Boss : Let me look. Let me look. The pallet’s pinched. 
Max  : Yeah, it moved. 
Max’s Boss : Just go in there. 
Max  : No. I mean... 
Max’s Boss : Look, either you go in there right now or I’ll find someone 
who will and you can clean out your locker. 
Max : Come on. 





This conversation still consists of Max and his boss. The utterance used 
by Max and his boss is Consultative style. The situation in this conversation is 
about Max who had trouble with his work. His boss came and ask him to fix it 
but Max rejected it because he knows that it is so dangerous inside the room. It 
is the heating room for the robot produced. But, his boss threatens Max that he 
has to entered the room to fix the door if not he must get out of the company. 
That was the last deal from his boss. It is same with the previous extract that the 
Background of Max and his boss is influence the style they used, sometimes it is 
formal and sometimes it is informal depend on who are the people they are 
talking to. But, in this part they tend to use informal language in semi formal 
situation. 
This conversation included a consultative style because Max's Boss 
makes a deal with Max. They are still in the company area and talking in semi-
formal language. The other characteristic that occurred in this conversation by 
looking at the context such as, it is used to consult the problem of Max's work, 
Nababan in Purwaningrum (2018: 42) says that one of the characteristics of 
consultative style is the sentence is short but does not commit the important 
point. 
Extract 12 (00:29:36 – 00:29:59) 
Dr. Faizel : Frey, we’ve done everything we could to help your 
daughter. I met with the board today and they recommend 





Frey : How can I work here and leave her at home? You know 
it can happen any minute, Dr. Faizel. 
Dr. Faizel : I know. If she has another seizure, of course bring her 
back to the ward. Of course. But until then, she’s 
discharged. This isn’t Elysium. We can’t just heal her. 
The dialogue above is the conversation between Dr. Feizel and Frey. The 
utterance used by Dr. Feizel and Frey is Consultative style. The situation in this 
conversation is about Dr. Feizel who told Frey that she should bring Matilda 
back to her home because the doctor has done everything to help her daughter 
and there is no more they can do to heal Matilda. Frey was really upset and 
worry to hear that because of she also a nurse in that hospital. How could she 
works if she brings her daughter back home whereas her illness can make her 
convulsions anytime. But there no more choice, the doctor has given up. The 
only tool that can cure her is Med-Bays in Elysium. It is clear that the doctor is 
tend to use informal or casual when talking to his patient and Frey tend to use 
formal language when talking to the doctor. 
This conversation included a consultative style because Frey is 
consulting with the doctor. It is stated by Sutherland (2016: 108) that 
consultative style is spoken interaction such as consultation with a doctor, 
teacher or dealing with colleagues and also can be a written interaction like 
chatting via email with business colleagues or institutions. They are in hospital 
and talking in semi-formal language. The relationship between Frey and Dr. 





she also a nurse and knows the doctor but she cannot do anything else. So, she 
just brings her daughter back home. The other characteristic that occurred in this 
conversation by looking at the context such as, it is used to consult the problem 
of Frey's daughter's illness. 
Extract 13 (00:35:25 – 00:36:06) 
(Secretary Delacourt, Mr. Carlyle has arrived) 
Sec. Delacourt : You are here to persuade me to renew our Armadyne 
contracts, yes? 
Carlyle : Astute as always.  
Sec. Delacourt : Come with me. I’m not interested in your little ideas. I’m 
interested in something much larger. This habitat is dying. 
There is a political sickness inside of it. A tumor that 
needs to be removed. You and your company are in need 
of revenue that is drying up. 
This conversation consists of Sec. Delacourt and Carlyle. It was involved 
Consultative style. The situation in this conversation is about Sec. Delacourt and 
Carlyle who was talking about Armadyne contract and on the other side they 
also make a plan to remove the political sickness in Elysium. Sec. Delacourt 
offered cooperation with Carlyle. Sec. Delacourt used Carlyle's company as that 
is in need of investors as a guarantee of the result of their planning. Not only 
give a guarantee to his company will still rise but also he will get a long contract 
with Elysium. By this guarantee, they then planned a coup against the president 
to take over Elysium. The style that tend to be used by Secretary Delacourt and 





This conversation includes a consultative style because Sec. Delacourt 
and Carlyle are making a deal to seize Elysium from President Patel. They are 
discussing their plan quietly in a secret room in Elysium. They are talking used 
formal language because they have an important position in Elysium. Even 
though they talk using formal language but the researcher includes this as a 
consultative style because the context in here is a dealing between two workers 
or it is related to business (Sutherland, 2016: 108). 
Extract 14 (00:45:28 – 00:45:42) 
Kruger : I got one condition. I do this, I get reinstated. 
Sec. Delacourt : Fine. I’ve recommissioned two of your preferred agents 
completely confidentially, of course. They should be at 
your position any second. 
Kruger : Send me the mission data. 
This conversation consists of Kruger and Sec. Delacourt. The utterance 
used by Kruger and Sec. Delacourt is Consultative style. The situation in this 
conversation is about Max who planned a data robbery that was being carried 
out by Carlyle but it is known by Sec. Delacourt. The data that will be stolen by 
Max and his friends is really important, therefore Sec. Delacourt reassigned 
agent Kruger to stop Max's planned. Kruger accepted the job from Sec. 
Delacourt on the condition that he has to be reassigned as a permanent agent in 
Elysium. Sec. Delacourt agreed and then sent two men to help him to arrest 





different with Kruger that he tend to use casual style in his daily activity but in 
this case he used formal language because he speaks with Secretary Delacourt. 
This conversation includes a consultative style because Sec. Delacourt 
and Kruger were making a deal. They are talking through a digital phone and it 
is a semi-formal language. it was proved according to Chaer and Agustina in 
Purwaningrum (2018: 42) that it is used in semi-formal situation and also used 
for consulting a problem. 
4. Casual style 
Extract 15 (00:07:36 – 00:07:54) 
Frey : Let me have a look. Pretty bad break.  
Max : It isn’t pleasant. So, you’re a nurse, huh? You did it.  
Frey : Yeah. 
Max : That’s great. 
Frey : You still stealing cars? 
Max : No. God, No. I don’t do any of that stupid shit anymore. 
This conversation consists of Frey and Max. The utterance used by Frey 
and Max is casual style. The situation in this conversation is about Max who was 
treated by Frey because he got an accident in the investigation site. They were 
close friends when they were young because they lived in the same orphanage. 
They had not met for a long time, therefore after seeing the nurse who would 
treat him is Frey then he looked very happy. It looks clearly on Max's 
expression. Max was amazed at Frey because she is now a nurse. It is a good 





They tend to use casual style when speaking to each other because they 
have a close relationship since in the orphanage. For example the used of 
abbreviation (isn’t, you’re, that’s and don’t). This conversation was happen in 
the hospital and it is included as Casual style because it is in informal situation, 
they were talking in a relaxed situation. The utterances contain abbreviation, and 
the speaker language is not really polite. Those characteristics according to 
McCrimmon (1972: 167). 
Extract 16 (00:19:33 – 00:19:48) 
Julio : What up, man? What happened? 
Max  : The police. 
Julio : You okay? 
Max : Don’t worry about it. 
Julio : Max, I gotta talk to you. Okay, you know— 
Max : No. 
Julio : What do you mean, No.? you didn’t hear what i was gonna say. 
Max : All right. Go ahead. Go ahead. 
The dialogue above is conversation between Max and Julio. The 
utterance used by Max and Julio is a casual style. The situation in this 
conversation is about Max who was walk back to his home but on the way 
home, he was looked by Julio. Then, Julio asked his condition because he saw 
Max's arm was injured but Max said not to worry about that. After that, Julio 
continued to tell Max about his robbery plan. He invited Max to join him but 





They tend to use casual style when speaking to each other because they 
have a close relation and lived in the same place, so as in their daily activity. 
This conversation includes as casual style because it contains some 
characteristics of casual style such as simple grammar, a shortened word like 
gotta, gonna, don't, and didn't, and also it is used for the conversation in relax or 
normal situation that is appropriate to the conversation with our family or 
friends.  
Extract 17 (00:27:29 – 00:27:50) 
Kruger : You want some beer? 
(You have been discharged from CCB. Please return all weapons to the local 
embassy) 
Kruger : Fuck your politics, man! Fuck you! 
The dialogues above consist of Kruger and the utterance used by him is 
Casual style. the situation in this scene was about Kruger who felt really angry 
because he got a message from the local embassy of Elysium that he was 
discharged from the CCB and he had to return all weapons to the local embassy. 
It made him throw anything to the road because he was in the upstairs and abuse 
the Elysium's employee from the Earth. It has been explained in the previous 
extract that Kruger is tend to use casual style in his daily activity because he is 





The dialogue above is included as casual style. The utterance used by 
Kruger is casual style because it contains some characteristic of casual style such 
as simple grammar and slang (fuck you) according to Maraden (2016: 9). 
Extract 18 (00:31:04 – 00:31:19) 
Spider : Absolutely. Do you prefer aisle or window? 
Max : I’m being fucking serious, man. Listen. I’m gonna come back. 
I’m gonna come back and work for you. Anything you need, man. 
I’ll fucking pay it back. 
This conversation consists of Spider and Max. The utterance used by 
Spider and Max is casual style. The situation in this conversation was about Max 
who came to ask for help from Spider to get a ticket and ID to Elysium. He 
needs to go to Elysium for treatment because he was dying. But, Spider 
responded to Max's word by making a joke. He said "absolutely" to Max and 
asked where he wanted to sit, near the window or in the aisle. Max then got 
angry to hear that but he said to Spider that he is serious and will do anything for 
Spider after he is back from Elysium. he will back to work for Spider and pay 
back his kindness. 
Spider and Max is tend to use Casual style because they were close 
friends in the past, so as in their daily activity. Eventhough Spider is a boss but 
his company is a dark company that is not clafied by Elyium’s official but 
clarified by Earth people so the language used by him or his empolyee is tend to 





characteristics of casual style such as simple grammar, slang (Fucking) and 
shortened word like (I'm, gonna and I'll). The used of slang such as fucking here 
means that they have a close relationship.  The other reason such as the language 
is not polite and the word uttered is unplanned. It was stated by Maraden (2016: 
9). 
Extract 19 (00:31:00 – 00:32:07) 
Max : I got so much radiation in my body, you’re probably getting sick 
yourself. 
Spider : You’re really dying?  
Max : I’m fucking dying, motherfucker. 
This conversation still consists of Spider and Max. The utterance used by 
Spider and Max is casual style because it fulfills some characteristic of casual 
style such as simple grammar, slang (fucking and motherfucker) and shortened 
word (you're and I'm), and also it is used in relax conversation or normal 
situation that is appropriate to the conversation with our family or friends 
according to Coupland (2007: 10). The situation of this conversation is about 
Max who told Spider that he got so much radiation in his body then Spider just 
pretend to ask him about his condition. That is why he got more angry to Spider. 
But after that, Spider finally believe that Max was really dying and want to help 







Extract 20 (00:37:43 – 00:38:19) 
Sandro : Now it’s time for the real fun. Okay. What we got? 
Max : Hey, man. Yo. Is gonna hurt?  
Sandro : Yeah, bitch, it’s gonna hurt. It’s gonna hurt good. When we’re 
done with you, you’re gonna be a favela ninja. 
This conversation consists of Sandro and Max. The utterance used by 
Sandro and Max is casual style because it fulfills some characteristic of casual 
style such as simple grammar, slang (hey, man. Yo.) and shortened word (it's, 
gonna, we're, you're), and also it is used for the conversation in relax or normal 
situation that is appropriate to the conversation with our family or friends. The 
situation of this conversation is about Max who asked Sandro that he is not 
going to hurt him because Sandro will set robot tools into his body. Sandro was 
laughing to hear that from Max and said that it will not hurt him. Sandro also 
made some jokes by saying that Max will be a favela ninja after this operation 
was done and everyone in that room was laughing except Julio. The style that 
tend to be used by Sandro is casual style because he is only Spider’s friend that 
work in Spider’s company and also in his daily activity he used casual style. 
They were talking with casual style because Sandro and Max have 
worked in the same place that is in Spider place. They were like a friend even 
though they are not too familiar with each other. 
Extract 21 (00:39:57 – 00:40:11) 
Spider : How’s everything going? 





Max : What the fuck did you do to me? 
Spider : Give you a way out. 
This conversation consists of Spider, Sandro and Max. The utterance 
used by Spider, Sandro and Max are casual style. The situation in this 
conversation is about Max's condition after the operation. Spider came to see 
Max condition after operation and Sandro said that he is okay and ready to show 
off. It was different from Max respond, he was so confused with the robotic 
tools on his and asked Spider about what he has done to him. Spider 
immediately answered, "give you a way out". 
This conversation is included as casual style because it contains some 
characteristics of casual style according to Chaer and Agustina in Purwaningrum 
(2018: 44), such as simple grammar, slang (kick ass, what the fuck) and 
shortened word (how's, he's), and also it is used for the conversation in relax or 
normal situation that is appropriate to the conversation with our family or 
friends. The setting of this conversation is in Spider's office. 
Extract 22 (00:42:57 – 00:43:13)  
Julio : You nervous? 
Max : No. 
Julio : No.? 
Max : I’m shitting my pants. We’re not gonna fucking die here. 
Julio : Yeah. 
This conversation consists of Max and Julio. The utterances used by Max 





asked Max's feeling before going to battle-field. As it has been described at the 
previously extracted that the relationship between Max and Julio is a close 
friend. They do not need to talk much for understanding each other. It can be 
seen in this conversation that their sentences are short but beyond these 
sentences contain a friend's concern and support each other.  
Besides that, this conversation also contains some characteristics of 
casual style such as simple grammar, slang (Shitting my pants, fucking) and 
shortened word (I'm, we're), and also it is used for the conversation in normal 
situation that is appropriate to the conversation with our family or friends.  
5. Intimate style 
Extract 23 (00:03:14 – 00:03:27) 
Max : I’ll take us there one day. 
Frey : Really? 
Max : Yeah, I promise. 
Frey : Frey and... Max... Forever. 
This conversation consists of Max and Frey. The utterances used by Max 
and Frey are intimate style because in their conversation contain the intimate 
meaning. For example in this dialogue Frey and... Max... Forever. This 
utterance appeared because Max has made a promise to Frey that he will take 
them to Elysium one day. Frey and Max tend to use casual style in this movie 
baced on their background but in this part Max’s utterance contain an intimate 





This conversation is included an intimate style because of the sentence of 
"Frey and... Max... Forever." means that Max will do his best to manifest his 
dream with Frey. From this expression, it was known that there is a special 
relationship between Max and Frey because it signals an intimacy (Sutherland, 
2016: 109). 
Extract 24 (00:04:05 – 00:04:26) 
The Nun : Sometimes in life we don’t understand why things are the way 
they are. But I know one thing. I know you are special. You will 
do something very important one day. Something you were born 
for. My little Max. 
The dialogue above is included an intimate style. The utterance used by 
The Nun is intimate style because in this dialogue contain an intimate meaning 
(Sutherland, 2016: 109) such as The Nun described her feeling to Max, she gave 
advice to Max about the life on earth they are living in but one thing that The 
Nun knows Max is special and she loves him. Based on that description, the 
researcher put this utterance as intimate style. The relationship between the Nun 
and Max is like a mother and her child because it was in the orphanage that is 
why it same with family. The style that is tend to be used by the Nun is casual 
style but in this part her utterances contain an intimate meaning to Max. 
This dialogue arose because the Nun feel upset with what Max has done 






Extract 25 (00:38:30 – 00:38:47) 
Spider : You’re gonna be all right, my brother. 
Julio : Max. I’m here. 
Max : we got this, man. We got this. 
Julio : Yeah. 
This conversation consist of Max, Spider and Julio. The utterance used 
by Max, Sandro and Julio are intimate style because in their conversation 
contain the intimate label such as “You're gonna be all right, my brother.” This 
utterance appeared because in this situation Max was dying and going to do 
operation to make him feel better. That is why, Spider and Julio gave him 
support and he can pass it. 
The word "my brother" is used for the conversation in relax or normal 
situation that is appropriate to the conversation with our family or friends. 
Extract 26 (00:58:42 – 00:58:49) 
Frey : Hey, sweetie. 
Matilda : Hey. 
Frey : We can go home. 
Matilda : Am I better? 
Frey : I’m gonna get the car, okay? 
This conversation consists of Frey and Matilda. The utterance used by 
Frey and Matilda are intimate style because in their conversation contain the 
intimate label (Sutherland, 2016: 109) such as Hey, sweetie. This utterance 





calls her daughter intimately. Even though the reality is not as sweet as in that 
conversation because Frey should bring her daughter back home while her health 
has not really recovered.  
Extract 27 (01:10:40 – 01:11:07) 
Kruger : I always wanted a wife. I just couldn’t quite settle down, you 
know. Too much temptation. But you.. You make me ready to settle 
down. You really make me wanna settle down, baby. 
The dialogue above is included an intimate style. The utterance used by 
Kruger is intimate style because in this dialogue contain an intimate label such 
as baby. He also described his feeling to Frey that she has made him ready to 
settle down. The relationship between Kruger and Frey is just a victim's hostage 
and kidnapper. Kruger brought Frey and her daughter to be hostage because he 
knew that Max will come if he knew it. But, on the way of looking for Max, 
Kruger fell in love with Frey and wanted to marry her. 
Based on the explanation above, the data had been confirmed the theory 
of Martin Joos in Sutherland (2016) about the five types of language style. The 
findings had shown all the types of language style proposed by Martin Joos in 
Sutherland (2016) which is completed and it all can be found in "Elysium" 
movie by Neill Blomkamp. 
The findings completely analyzed the fifth types of language style such 





The researcher found all the types of language style proposed by Joos in 
"Elysium" movie and she concludes that the Casual style is the most dominant 
language style used by the character in the movie because this movie is the story 
about daily activity and there are some formal situation like in a meeting or 
consultation with a doctor. Then, for the Frozen style, the researcher took the 
utterance from the robot because the robot used a very formal language that has 
been managed from the robotic manufacturer. 
This research has a similarity with the second previous study such as the 
theory used is the five clock's theory by Martin Joos. In this research, the 
researcher found all the types of language style mention in the theory but the 
second previous study only found two types from the five types mentioned in the 
theory. The other difference between this research with the second previous 
study is this research only focus on analyzing language style based on Joos 
theory but the second previous study combined with the theory of language 
function. So, she is not only found the language style but also she found the 
function of the language. and also the object of this research is different, this 
research used a movie and the second previous study used a talk show. 
Next, this research also has a similarity with the third previous study such 
as the object is movie. The difference between this research with the third 
previous study is the theory. The theory used in this research is Joos's theory but 





similar because Keraf's theory is not much different from Joos' theory. It is just, 
Joos' classified the language style in more detail. And for the first previous 
study, it is really different from this research such as the object and theory is all 



















CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 This chapter consists of conclusion and suggestion, the researcher 
concluded based on findings and discussions, and gave some suggestions to the 
reader as follows: 
A. Conclusion 
After analyzing the data of language style used by the character in 
“Elysium” movie, the researcher concludes as follow: 
In “Elysium” movie was found all the types of language style used by the 
character. It was found there were 92 extracts in total such as in Frozen style 
there were 8 extracts, in Formal style there were 10 extracts, in Consultative 
style there were 15 extracts, in Casual style there were 44 extracts and Intimate 
style there were 15 extracts. Then, the casual style concluded as the style that is 
dominantly used in movie because this language style is generally used in 
informal situation that describe the daily life. So, it is easy to find this type of 
language style, since it can be seen from extract found. It was different from the 
frozen style, this style is less used because it is generally used in very formal 
situation or uncommon occasion such as in meeting, speech, etc. In this movie 
not many characters use Frozen style because there are not many situations that 






the language used had been arranged by the Robotic Manufacturer and the scene 
for the robot is not really much. 
B. Suggestion 
Based on the conclusions above, the researcher suggested to: 
1. The researcher hoped that through this thesis, the reader can get more 
new knowledge about language style, especially from Martin Joos 
theory. Then, the reader also can know about how to analyze the type 
of language style in movie. 
2. The researcher suggested for the next researcher who will make 
similar research about language style, they can use the other object 
with the new theory.  
3. The researcher recommended that the readers or English students 
department can analyze the other types of language style with the 
other theory or combine it. It can be combined with another topic 
such as language function, discourse analysis, sociolinguistics, and so 
on with new object such as in a poem, political speech, news, song, 
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The rest 64 data found in Elysium movie can be seen as follows: 
1. Frozen Style 
No. Times  Expressions  
1. 00:06:38– 00:06:40  Robot Officer : Misdemeanour: citizen 
disobedience  
2. 00:09:38 – 00:09:53 Parole Officer : Stop talking. Police officers 
noted violent and antisocial 
behaviour. We regretfully 
must extend parole. Elevation 
in heart rate detected. Would 
you like a pill? 
3. 00:09:55 – 00:10:03 Parole Officer    : Personality matrix suggests a 
78.3 percent chance of 
regression to old behaviour 
patterns: Grand theft auto. 
Assault with a deadly 
weapon. Resisting arrest. 
4. 00:14:14 – 00:14:25 Elysium’s Airspace Employee: Good afternoon, 
Defence Secretary Delacourt. Three 
undocumented ships are approaching Elysium 
airspace. Emergency orders six and seven are 






2. Formal Style 
No. Times  Expressions  
5. 00:14:56 –00:15:10  Elysium’s Airspace Employee: What do you 
want us to do ma’am? 
Sec. Delacourt : Activate Kruger. 
Elysium’s Airspace Employee: Ma'am, 
according to Executive 
Order 355 we are 
unauthorized to use our 
assets on Earth.  
Sec. Delacourt : I am authorising you. 
Elysium’s Airspace Employee: Yes, ma’am. 
6. 00:15:40 – 
00:16:52 
Welcome, Agent Kruger. Ten thousand 
kilometres and closing. Sending coordinates to 
asset. Syncing target data. 
Sec. Delacourt      : Shoot them down. 
Elysium’s Airspace Employee: Green light, 
21B. Green light. Missiles away.  
Two ships destroyed. Forty-six total casualties. 





00:18:48 illegals still at large, ma'am. (Reconstruction 
complete). 
Robot Officer : You are under arrest under 
the 68-C Immigration Act. 
Elysium’s Airspace Employee: All illegals are 
now in custody, ma'am. 
Sec. Delacourt    : Yes, Send them to 
Deportation. Get them off this 
habitat. 
8. 00:26:10 – 
00:26:52 
Sec. Delacourt : Tell me something, President 
Patel. Do you have children? 
President Patel    : I am not the one being 
reviewed here. 
Sec. Delacourt  : Then I will assume you do not. 
Perhaps if you did have 
children, then you would 
behave in a manner that is 
more conducive to the longevity 
of this habitat. I understand 
that it is not the fashion to 
think and to act as I do. I 





when they come for your house, 
for the house you built for your 
children and your children's 
children it won't be PR and 
campaign promises that keep 
them out. It will be me. 
9. 00:54:43 – 
00:54:55 
Elysium’s Airspace Employee: got one assailant 
leaving on foot, ma'am.  
Sec. Delacourt  : They have the data. 
Repeat: The thieves have the data. Apprehend 
the target at all costs. Do not damage his brain. 
 
3. Consultative Style 
No. Times  Expressions  
10. 00:06:22 –00:06:32  Max : Good morning, officer. 
Police Officer : Extensive criminal history. 
Multiple felonies. What's in 
the bag? 





11. 00:24:33 –00:24:59 Carlyle  : What is going on? Why has 
production stopped? 
Max’s Boss : He's been exposed. 
Carlyle  : Don't breathe on me. Cover your 
mouth. 
Max’s Boss : I'm sorry, sir. 
Carlyle  : Does his skin fall off or 
something? I don't want to 
replace the bedding. Get him out. 
Max’s Boss : Yes, sir 
Carlyle  : Great. Thank you. 
12. 00:25:08 –00:25:30 Robot Officer : Please sign this to receive 
medication. Miporol, extremely 
potent, will keep you 
functioning normally until 
your death. Please take one pill 






13. 00:33:32 –00:33:58 Spider : This is what you take. Organic 
information, right out of his 
head. Now, I'm talking about 
bank codes, passwords, log-in 
data. Access to billions. All you 
have to do is plug into his brain 
download the data into yours 






14. 00:36:06 –00:37:04 Sec. Delacourt : So you built the torus. Can 
you override the servers and 
place a new president in power?  
Carlyle : A coup? Are you suggesting a 
coup? 
Sec. Delacourt : Is it possible?  
Carlyle : I could write a reboot 
sequence and shut down the 
entire system. And at that point, 
you could encode a new 
president, yes. 
Sec. Delacourt : Then that is what you will do. 
And you will have your contract 
secured for the next 200 years. 
Missile defence batteries, 
droids. Everything we need to 
protect our liberty. All 
guaranteed, of course, by your 
new president. You have work 
to do, Mr. Carlyle. 
15. 00:42:21 –00:42:37 Friend 1 : Do you read me? Here's the 





factory until we see his shuttle 
leave. One of you puts an 
explosive round in it, goes to 
the crash site, gets the data.  
Julio : Okay. Copy that. 
16. 00:44:40 –00:45:04 Sec. Delacourt : Kruger, do you read me?  
Kruger : Miss Delacourt, how lovely to 
hear your voice. 
Sec. Delacourt : There is a citizen carrying 
sensitive brain data out of the 
city. Some thieves are trying to 
hijack it. 
Kruger : What's in it? 
Sec. Delacourt : That's classified. 
Kruger : You don't call a recently 
deactivated agent to retrieve 
classified fucking information, 
man. The government doesn't 
know about this, do they? I can 
ask for whatever I want, can't 
I? 





head! Just take me up there 
and get me in a med bay! What 
I have is very valuable!  
Kruger : We can fix you up. Put you in 
a med bay, sort all this kak up. 
Let's go. We'll take you up 
there. 
18. 01:13:14 –01:13:41 Kruger : Yes, ma'am. We apprehended 
the subject. Open the skies, 
we're coming home.  
Sec. Delacourt : I'll expect you in 19 minutes. 
Cancel the no-fly zone. 
Elysium’s Airspace Employee: Yes, ma'am. 
19. 01:19:54 –01:20:27 Sec. Delacourt : Shouldn't we remove this 
thing? 
Doctor : Can't, till we get all the data. 
It's wired into him 
neurologically. 
Sec. Delacourt : The data is intact, yes? 
Doctor : Data looks intact. (Warning) 
We can still pull the data out of 





Sec. Delacourt : Oh, that's fine. How long 
before you can download and 
turn the system online?  
Doctor : Not long, ma'am.  
Sec. Delacourt : Keep everything in a restricted 
cloud. Lock down all access. 
 
4. Casual Style 
No. Times  Expressions  
20. 00:05:10 – 00:05:19  Friends : Off to work, huh? Gotta get up early 
to work that line. Make the world a 
better place. 
Max : That’s real funny, I have a job. 
21. 00:08:12 – 00:08:19 Frey : Max, I’m sorry. I have to go. It’s good 
to see you. Stay out of trouble. 
Max  : I do. 
22. 00:11:03 – 00:11:08 Max’s Colleague : Chect it out, man. I think he 
likes you. 
Max : Think he got his face peel 





23. 00:20:12 – 00:20:18 Julio : I got you. Please, man. You’re the 
best. Give me one year. Just one year. 
Max : I’m not going back to prison 
24. 00:28:23 – 00:28:27 Julio : Max, what happened? 
Max : I shouldn’t have gone in, man. 
Julio : Go in where? 
25. 00:28:34 – 00:28:46 Max : I took a full dose, man. I got a full 
dose.  
Julio : You’re gonna be okay. Let me help. 
You’re gonna be okay, Max.  
26. 00:28:46 – 00:29:02 Max : They gave me Miporol, man. They 
gave me fucking Miporol. Five 
fucking days, man. I only got five 
days. 
Julio : You have to take this. 
27. 00:29:04 – 00:29:10 Max : They can fix this shit on Elysium, 
man. 
Julio : I know. 
Max : I’m gonna go see spider. 
Max : Max, Max, take the pill. 





Spider : Take an Elysian asshole, right? A 
billionaire. He’s down on Earth for 
some business. He’s here for 
whatever. We hijack him. 
29. 00:33:59 – 00:34:13 Spider : Once we verify the data, I’ll give 
you a one-way ride, all expenses 
paid. Even throw in some snacks 
and a drink. All you have to do is 
walk into a house and use the me 
bay and you’re cured. 
30. 00:34:19 – 00:34:26 Max : I’m good. 
Spider : Actually, you seem all weak and 
fucked up. 
31. 00:37:17 – 00:37:29 Sandro : We’re gonna cut you a good one.  
Spider : Play nice, Sandro. Play nice. Let’s 
get him an ID first.  
Sandro : Get the chief one of them 
identification codes. 
Spider : Get that ready. 
32. 00:41:06 – 00:41:14 Friend1 : What’s up, partner? How’s that 





shit is thight. 
33. 00:47:22 – 00:48:54 Max : You all right?  
Julio :We gotta go faster. I got the door. 
Friend1 : Go, go! I got you covered. Go, go. 
Max : Don’t fucking move. Bring it. 
Friend1 : There’s another one. Die 
motherfucker. 
Max : Don’t hit the mark! No., No., No.! 
No., No., No.! He got hit, he got hit! 
34. 00:49:02 – 00:49:08 Sandro : We’re fucking good, man. Hold 
his head. Hold his head. Plug this 
into you. Come on, get that shit in. 
35. 00:49:43 – 00:49:52 Friend1 : Guys, we got incoming.  
Sandro : Oh fuck me.  
Spider : Come on, guys, hurry up. 
Friend1 : That’s a Raven. That’s military. 
36. 00:50:03 – 00:50:10 Sandro : Oh, shit. Something must be 
corrupted.  
Max : What the fuck? What does that 
mean? 





read the data.  
37. 00:50:10 – 00:50:22 Sandro : It’s scrambled. I can’t read the 
data. 
Spider : What? 
Friend1 : Come on, guys, we gotta move! 
Max : What the fuck does “scrambled” 
mean? 
Sandro : Fuck this. 
Max : No, No, No. We have to run it 
again! Run it another time, man! 
38. 00:50:22 – 00:50:38 Sandro : Fucking get off me, man. I’m 
fucking bailing.  
Max : Please run it again. 
Sandro : I can’t. Get the fuck off me. 
Friend1 : Let’s get out of here. 
Spider : What the fuck are you ging, 
Sandro? 
Julio : Let’s get out of here. 
Max : Goddamn it!  
39. 00:50:46 – 00:50:54 Julio : Come on, Max. 





Julio : We gotta go! Come on, Max. 
Come on. 
40. 01:06:26 – 01:06:36 Kruger : Keep your fucking eyes closed. 
Keep your eyes closed. 
Frey : Please, I don’t know where he is. 
He was wounded. I helped him and 
he left. Please. 
41. 01:06:51 – 01:06:59 Kruger : She’s sick? Let me have a look at 
her. 
Frey : Don’t touch her. 
Kruger : See that? Pritective instinct there, 
eh? 
Frey : I said don’t touch her! 
42. 01:07:45 – 01:07:52 Max : I fucking got nothing, man. It all 
got scrambled. Julio is dead. You 
owe me. Let’s go fucking now! 
43. 01:07:52 – 01:08:06 Spider : The flight system is jammed! 
Nobody is going up there.  
Max : Till when? 
Spider : Till I don’t fucking know. 





Spider : Oh, everyone needs to get up 
there.  
44. 01:09:24 – 01:09:34 Max : Don’t bullshit me. When can we 
go? 
Spider : I don’t know. Five days. 
Max : Fuck you. I don’t have five days. I 
got hours. 
Spider : My guys are working on it. 
45. 01:12:11 – 01:12:20 Max : Stop right there! You’re gonna do 
exactly what i say or I’m gonna 
blow my fucking head off! You 
understand? 
Kruger : Yeah. 
46. 01:15:53 – 01:16:13 Crowe : What you gonna do, huh? 
Kruger : I want what’s in your head, 
boykie. 
Crowe : Come on, come on. 
Kruger : Legs! Grab his leg!..... Grab the 
grenade! Hold on! 
47. 01:20:28 – 01:20:34 Boet : Roger that. Crowe, you wanna go 





Crowe : Yeah, Boet. 
48. 01:21:57 – 01:22:11 Crowe : Boss got fucked up, eh? 
Boet : Ate that fucking grenade, eh? 
Crowe : His brain is fine, nut he’s honna 
be pissed when he wakes up, eh? 
Boet : Remember the kak that happened 
in India when he lost his legs. 
49. 01:25:09 – 01:25:22 Kruger : I was gonna heal your daughter. 
But now I will make sure that she is 
never healed... Drakey, don’t trust 
any of these politicians. You clear 
out this whole building. 
Drakey : Thankyou, boss. 
50. 01:25:22 – 01:25:35 Kruger : I’m gonna find that little gangster 
and I’m gonna take what’s in his 
head. This place is mine now.. You 
wanna come to my fucking house 
and play? Let’s play. I’m going to 
annihilate that little motherfucker. 






52. 01:32:21 – 01:32:35 Kruger : Hey, You little fucker. I’m gonna 
take your head off. 
53. 01:33:36 – 01:34:17 Kruger : You think you can get through 
me? Come on, Max! Come on! 
Spider : Come on, Max! Come on! 
Kruger : I’m just getting started... Come on. 
Don’t give up now. Get up. Come. 
Come on,  you’ve got more than 
that. I know you. 
54. 01:35:38 – 01:36:01 Spider : Okay. Come on, man. Let’s go. 
Let’s go, amn. Let’s do it. come on. 
okay. Let’s go. 
 
5. Intimate Style 
No. Times  Expressions  
55. 00:08:45 – 00:08:49  Max : I gotta break up my other arm to 
get attention? 
Frey : Stop. Stop. 
Max : Because I will do that. 
56. 00:08:54 – 00:09:02 Max : I just—I—I—I miss you. 






Max : Yeah. All right.    
57. 00:29:20 – 00:29:30 Julio : To see Spider, you need money. 
I’ll give you everything I have, but 
it’s not enough for a ticket. 
Max : He’s gonna give me a ticket. 
58. 00:30:42 – 00:30:43 Spider : Max. It’s been a while, my 
brother. 
59. 00:59:26 – 00:59:35 Max : I came for you. I need your help. 
Frey : Max. You’ve got to go through 
the system to get treatment. 
Max : Please help me. I don’t wanna 
die. 
60. 01:01:25 – 01:01:33 Max : I’m in trouble. 
Matilda : Mommy? 
Frey : Hey, sweetie. Come here. 
61. 01:02:11 – 01:02:18 Frey : I need you to help me. I have No. 
idea how to do this. 
Max : How to do what? 
Frey : Get her to Elysium. 





Frey :  It’s okay, sweetie.  
63. 01:06:09 – 01:06:19 Kruger : I don’t believe in committing 
violent acts in front of kids. So I 
just need you to close your eyes, 
sweetheart. 
Frey : It’s okay, sweetie. It’s okay. 
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